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Past Trips From General Meetings
PAST TRIPS FROM FEBRUARY GM
1. Neville Skinner: Back from Yarrangobilly with FUSSI. Visited approximately 8 caves. Excellent
trip but a little tiring, was quite hot on some days (40 degrees). Caves themselves were quite
cool inside but not as cold as expected. Some very long days with multiple caves visited and late
dinners.
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PAST TRIPS FROM MARCH GM
1. Matt Smith: Trip to Mt Gambier with the Beefacres Venturer Unit. Visited Snake Hill Cave, Mt
Burr Cave, Graveyard Cave and Beekeepers Cave as well as a day excursion to the Byaduk
area. Bats were found in good numbers in both Snake Hill and Mt Burr Caves. The doline at Mt
Burr Cave is now quite overgrown with ferns and blackberry bushes, making access a little tricky.
2. Aimee Leong: Attended a FUSSI Trip with Neville Skinner. Gran Gran water levels seemed a
foot higher than last time. Tindales Cave lots of graffiti from 1945. Brownsnake was sleeping
near the entrance. Hells Hole snorkelling. Notice 3-6m below surface noticed a few holes. At
least one appeared to go in at least 10m. Lots of sponges under the water. One colony had
some reddish algae amongst them. Lots of rubbish (plastic bottles) seems to be in the tunnels,
partially due to fluctuating water levels. Ewans Ponds snorkelling and diving (huge native cray!).
Chinese divers were in pond 2 showing little regard to the delicate environment in the ponds,
Neville Skinner thoughtfully helped them retrieve a lost camera. Considines Cave, nice
decorations. Land owner seems happy to grant some access to the cave (at least to FUSSI
members for now).
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PAST TRIPS FROM APRIL GM
1. Ken Smith – Trip to the Row Plain (WA) in which 500m of new passage has been found in
Olwolgin Cave.
2. Dean Casement – Trip to Beekeepers Cave, and it appeared that the second entrance had been
cleared. Unsure of who is assessing and cleared.
3. Ian Lewis – involved in SE Mt Gambier sinkholes documentary made by Channel Seven, will be
aired on Sunday 6.30pm, ‘Sunday Night’ on Seven.
4. Ian Lewis – Trip to Koonalda Cave with the SA Museum
5. Ken Smith – Trip to lower Flinders in conjunction with the SES and Police with a report on the
stability of a well.
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